MINING PROJECT THREATENS AMAH MUTSUN SACRED LAND NEAR GILROY

A corporation based in Southern California has applied to Santa Clara County for permits to establish a 320-acre sand and gravel mine in a remote open space area known as Juristac to the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band. Juristac is the most sacred grounds of the Amah Mutsun, where ceremonies and dances were held for thousands of years and where the tribe’s spiritual doctors came to gain strength and perform healings. This beautiful land is also home to rare native species and habitats.

The Amah Mutsun are steadfastly opposing the planned mine as a threat to their cultural survival and are asking the public for support. The vision of the Amah Mutsun is to restore traditional Indigenous stewardship and ceremony back to the land.

SUPPORT INDIGENOUS CULTURAL SURVIVAL

some ways to help

♦ Sign the petition at protectjuristac.org/petition
♦ Share with friends and family, help get the word out locally—and come to events!
♦ Write a letter to Santa Clara County opposing the planned mine
♦ Follow @protectjuristac on IG and FB
♦ Pass a resolution or get a letter written by your organization, school, or church
♦ Email protectjuristac@gmail.com to request flyers, stickers or yard signs
♦ Learn more about Juristac, the Amah Mutsun and other ways to help at:

protectjuristac.org